
Summary of Community Priorities Survey 

for City Council Goals Setting Session 

February 3, 2021 

 

What We Did 

Every February, the City Council establishes the City's top priorities to make Camarillo an 

even better place to live, work, and play. The City Council then matches the resources 

necessary to achieve these priorities, through adopting the City’s Annual Budget in 

June. The adopted budget sets the City’s course of action for the next fiscal year, 

beginning July 1, 2021, and helps the City to continue to provide high-quality services 

that maintain an excellent quality of life for the community. 

This year, we asked the community to participate in the process, by launching a public 

survey and asking them to share with us:  What should the City's priorities be for Fiscal 

Year 2021/22?  

How We Did It 

The City announced the community survey in the January-February 2021 issue of 

CityScene Newsletter, both the print and electronic versions. The announcement was 

published in three consecutive advertisements in the Camarillo Acorn newspaper in 

January 2021, shared on the Government Channel, displayed on the Marquee Sign at 

Constitution Park, and shared widely on all three City of Camarillo Government social 

media platforms (Facebook, Instagram, and Linked In). 

When We Asked for Input 

The online survey was launched using Camarillo’s Open City Hall platform on January 5, 

2021, and will remain open through February 2, 2021.  The survey is open for a total of 28 

days. 

What Questions We Asked 

The survey asked respondents three questions. First, to identify their relationship to 

Camarillo, as a resident, someone employed at a business within Camarillo, or someone 

who shops or recreates in Camarillo.  Then, respondents were asked, of the current 

Council Goals for 2020/21, what should be the priorities for 2021/22.  Finally, all 

respondents were provided the option of sharing about any issues or opportunities the 

City Council should keep in mind as they set goals for 2021/22. 

Community Input 

A total of 142 responses have been received. Of the 142 survey responses, 100 people 

provided a response to the final question, sharing additional input for consideration. 

Those comments are categorized below, according to the goal with which the most 

closely identify. 

 



Survey Introduction, as viewed in Open City Hall: 

 

 

 

  



Survey Questions, as viewed in Open City Hall: 

 



 

  



Community Survey Priority #1:  Community Enrichment 

Development of a new gym; completion of the desalter 

Safety!! Crime is way up- this isn't the city many of us grew up in and so many people are leaving because of 
it. Support small businesses and STOP letting big businesses come in and take over (ie HOME DEPOT and B&B 
hardware.)  no more homes!!!  

The purposeful effort to develop anti-racism among city residents and city employees. The reopening and 
revitalization of the public library.  

Prioritize racial equity, remove SROs at Camarillo schools, and reallocate police funding to affordable housing 
projects, rental assistance program, and covid-related relief for small businesses. 

Safety through law and order.  Don't cut, reallocate, or "reimagine"  police funding.  Take the citizen's 
feedback seriously (stop "blowing us off!"). You work for us! 

Improve the safety of the city 

Support police & fire departments  

Reducing park fees. Unlike other cities, parks and rec charges per hour for park area use. Other cities will 
charge a set fee including set-up and take down. Very disappointing that there's high fees to rent an area at 
the park. As a homeowner that already contributes to the city, it's only right that I can hold birthdays at at 
park without excessive fees.  

Partnering with non-profits that serve children and families- to improve the future communities. Also, build 
an outdoor eco-friendly museum about science, geography, math, government/history outside- this way is its 
safe and people can learn while having fun.  

Cost and community impact of oursourcing policing to Ventura County Sheriff's office. 

Parks, bike trails, community recreation.  

 Keeping our city clean and healthy 

Supporting police 

Helping stop global warming via solar subsidies and hybrid city vehicles. 

1. Programs for kids offered at the local library. Help fund virtual events. 2. Clean up efforts for trash and litter 

Open the library  

Support police 

Police accountability 

Making families a priority and not just the needs of senior citizens  

Without a doubt, in my opinion, the top priority of our City should be that its residents and visitors are able to 
live, work and play in a community that is SAFE. Camarillo has traditionally been rated as a very safe place to 
live and work.  The benefits of having less crime in our community has allowed people to thrive without fear.  
Many residents take part in walking, running and cycling throughout neighborhoods, parks, city streets and 
local hiking trails, due to living in a safe city.  If people don't feel safe here, they won't want to live, work, or 
play here.  Without the revenues that local businesses and housing brings, we wouldn't have the funds for 
services to provide quality law enforcement and fire services, resurfacing of roadways, quality water 
resources, lighting, City planning and organization projects, etc.  Just look at cities with high crime rates and 
see how negatively that single factor affects the entire city.  Again, for me, safety from crime should be at the 
top of the priority list.  Incidentally, we don't agree with the current decision regarding the lockdown as it 
applies to outdoor dining at our local restaurants. People congregate and shop all day long indoors, inside 
Target, Home Depot, the Outlets, and other retail stores throughout the City.  It doesn't make sense. 

Get the homeless off our streets.  Provide a shelter and give them a choice; live in the shelter or move 
elsewhere or be arrested.  Support traditional family values in our city. 



Community Survey Priority #2:  Land Use and Transportation 

In every decision, ask if it would improve the quality of life here or degrade it. Will it maintain our small town 
environment or contribute to greater urbanization? Don’t turn Camarillo into an eastern extension of Oxnard. 

Approve the Camarillo Springs Golf Course development.  Save the golf course and the surrounding 
communities from destruction. 

Improve walkability, increase housing density.  Make use of mixed use developments.  Minimize traffic issues 
by making personal vehicles less convient than walking, biking, or public transit for daily life. 

1. Continuing revitalizing and keeping Old Town alive. 2. I'm tired of recycling only being picked up every 
other week.   

Housing 

Quit building 

Reducing noise from Navy aircraft  

Install solar panels at the library. 

slow & sustainable growth 

Need more high paying jobs/companies within city so our college grads can live and work in the community.  

Our environment 

City development and economic viability for businesses all sizes 

Repave linear path along Calleguas Creek. It is being used more than you realize. Fix broken fences along 
same path.   It's time again to level out creek that is filled with silt and too many dead plants.  

Increased traffic resulting from increased housing/population. 

I continue to be concerned about land use in the City. Of course, we are almost out of open space and and 
retaining that should be a top priority when considering new land development. In fill projects should be 
given preference.  

Low to very slow growth in housing to keep crime and traffic down. 

Diversity in recreation! We need our ice rink back! Also, build more and safer bike lanes. 

Traffic 

 

 

  



Community Survey Priority #3:  Fiscal Management 

Resume working with PVRPD on Recreational Facilities Project - time and money already invested, need to 
continue work 

Open our resturants and shops so that small business do not have to suffer in 2021 / 2022.  Let our people 
work and earn a living!  

Fiscal responsibility  

Funding for COVID-19 testing for K-12 schools, in order to support them being open full-time (create several 
testing sites in our City to minimize he wait time, so people can get tested regularly if necessary). 

A balance budget with a large reserve for emergencies/pressing issues HOMELESS 

Getting kids back on track in our schools (while staying safe!) 

 

Community Survey Priority #4:  Economic Development 

Immediately amend last year's priority list and put this as the new single TOP priority:   PROACTIVELY  GET  
PEOPLE IN THE CITY COVID VACCINATED AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE. quickly as possible 

Current "in-fighting" between Council members has a negative impact on the community and should be 
avoided. 

Small businesses have been suffocated by California policies over this past year.  The priority should be to 
save them and the people who rely on them for their livelihoods. 

Small businesses  

Local business recovery and employee job security.  

It's been a very difficult year for so many, It will take time and I believe there is much in the way of recovery 
for us to work through, especially small businesses. 

Supporting small business especially ones most effected by government shut down  

The businesses/Restaurants that have been severely affected by COVID19. Finding a way to help the business 
community stay on track. 

economic recovery from the effects of the Covid-19 virus. 

Economic development 

Helping local business survive COVID-19 

Bend over backwards to help small local business  

Bring in more business!! 

Help struggling businesses in Camarillo by cutting fees and any other way to keep them open and alive in 
Camarillo.  Only struggling NOT every business, Amazon doesn't need help 

How to promote business growth in Camarillo. We have the outlets..why not use them to drive traffic to small 
businesses too? Promote them and sign the exit so people know it’s there. 

 



Community Survey Priority #5:  Environment/Resource Management 

Save Our Open Spaces 

Improve air quality - AQI is too high and impedes healthy outdoor activities and good working conditions for 
those employed by the agricultural industry. 

Global warming requires urgent action, as identified in the IPCC Report. Develop a robust Climate Change 
Action Plan that addresses reducing GHG emissions. 

"Passing over" Susan Santangelo for caring about black lives is racist and unacceptable. Charlotte Craven, 
Tony Trembley and Kevin Kildee must resign. Camarillo needs leadership, and policies for 2021- not 1921. 
Camarillo is a racist and racially segregated city.  Voting against Clean Power is unacceptable- the climate 
crisis is spinning out of control; we must do more, not less. Why must we drive two blocks to buy groceries? 
The city should be walkable, environmentally responsible, and equitable. the only thing the Council cares 
about is how much money is changing hands, not our quality of life. Shameful. 

Interactions between law enforcement and poor, minority, and mentally ill residents.  

Air and water quality, traffic mitigation, overall environmental preservation, support SOAR. 

Expand facilities & service at train station. Link to high-speed rail. Sustainable Camarillo with green roofs & 
native plants. 

I have 2 ideas/suggestions, and each fall under Environment/Resource Management. 1) Form a Beautification 
Alliance of volunteers and possibly city staff, for the purpose of arranging cleanup meetups, to collect masses 
of trash in certain areas of random or chronic concern throughout our city. These volunteers would form a 
committee & crew, to patrol our City streets, alleys, neighborhoods, Parkin lots, and throughout downtown, 
for trash and debris. They would then record the locations and report back to the Beautification Alliance.  The 
Alliance would coordinate a Cleanup Meetup with available volunteers, and with support/funding from the 
City for the trash bags and bins, clean up Camarillo!  I can say for sure that there are times throughout the 
year that the sides of the 101 freeway running through Camarillo has trash issues. I didn’t include  this, as 
volunteer cleanup could pose a safety issue, but it definitely needed mentioning. Our city is often littered with 
random trash, debris, and what seems to be empty delivery packaging, abandoned and cluttered along 
sidewalks and curbsides. It would be a City watch Patrol, similar to Neighborhood Watch patrols, but for 
littering/beautification instead of crime/safety Beautification needs of Camarillo. It may start small but once 
the word got out, I’m sure many seniors and families would be happy to volunteer to clean up Camarillo!   We 
could post cleanup dates with our local Elementary schools, encouraging our youth to be involved with a 
community activity on the weekend. It could be an opportunity to volunteer with their friends and their 
parents, and could be rewarded at their schools with a special Principal’s lunch or something similar. We 
could do short assemblies to announce the program and incentivize their participation by having a poster 
drawing contest. The group would need a website so that average citizens could also report trashy areas that 
they encounter. The City Watch patrol would also be on the lookout for any areas of need. It would take 
minor financial support from the City of Camarillo, so that the volunteers that collect the trash, don’t have the 
financial burden of paying for supplies needed to collect and dispose of the extra trash. There could be 
fundraising in the future, but initially it would be funding from the City council budget that would cover the 
supplies, like heavy duty trash bags and trash bins available to the volunteers for regular disposal. It should be 
an ongoing event throughout the year, on an as needed basis, but it could also be a monthly event, with 
planned trash pickup dates that a volunteer coordinator would establish and implement with other 
volunteers. I would be available to see this through if it’s something you’re interested in.  My 2nd idea is to 
have a quarterly City sponsored trash turn in event. It would be similar to the City expired medication/drug 



events, where citizens turn in their old/unused medications to the city. This would benefit the many residents 
that have more trash than they can fit into their bins each week, but also can’t afford to rent a bin from EJ 
Harrison. It’s over $100 to rent the smallest bin, and many people live barely within their means and have no 
savings to put toward their trash, when many can feed their family for a week or more with $100.  I can say 
that every week, there is more trash generated from my house of 7 people, including the boyfriend and 
fiances of my kids that spend their time here, than our bins could fit in a week.   After a month, it becomes  a 
few bags full of trash that just wouldn’t fit into our bins throughout the 4 weekly pickups. After a year, it’s an 
abundance of extra recyclables and cardboard from Amazon deliveries or takeout,  especially since the 
lockdown. We always end up ordering a trash bin around spring cleaning time. Many times, this overflow of 
trash and recyclables that didn’t make it into the bin, ends up in peoples side yards, in their garages, and in 
unauthorized bins. We need a couple of City sponsored trash take in events, where the City covers the cost of 
bins, placed at accessible locations throughout Camarillo.  It would be similar to the Christmas Tree bins that 
the City or EJ Harrison places throughout various neighborhoods, for people to dispose of their live tree 
disposal after Christmas. It would be for bagged trash only, no large items. EJ Harrison offers one or two large 
item pickups a year at no charge. I just found out today that for the two weeks after Christmas, you can place 
5 trash bags beside your trash for free. I ha e lived here for over 12 years and never knew this until we called 
today to rent a bin. Unfortunately, we have multiple bags of used wrapping paper and boxes from Christmas, 
but hadn’t known to put 5 of them out for free the 1st pickup after Christmas, but we will this week.  This 
policy needs to be promoted &  advertised in your annual trash and recycle brochure. This could also be an 
option, instead of monthly citywide trash turn ins. The City could allow people one extra bag beside their 
trash, on the first or last trash pick up day of the month. That’s 12 trash bags that people could dispose of for 
free, that didn’t fit into their trash that month, without an additional cost to them. It would free up their 
homes of the debris and clutter, and would end the need of it ending up on our streets. I hope you take these 
suggestions into consideration. I plan on emailing you these suggestions as well. 

 

  



Community Survey Priority #6:  Community Redevelopment 

Low income housing  

The city should be focusing on code enforcement or any other effective means to address squalor in the 
Mission Oaks Neighborhood - It's embarrassing  

Affordable housing  

Accessible, affordable housing (rental AND homeowner) for people who are under 55 

COVID has  increased & intensified community support for small, local businesses. The coming years will be a 
great opportunity to support/revitalize Old Town per Page 23 of the Camarillo Economic Development 
Strategic Plan & to focus on "Placemaking Activities" (see page 6 CEDSP.) 

Long-term impact of Covid-19 shutdowns on local businesses, and government fiscal impact 

Do what we can to keep Camarillo on the right track (as has been done) as we continue to confront covid-
related challenges 

Pandemic assistance, and recycling pickup every week 

The impact of Covid 19 on our community especially people of color.  People in our community w/out Food & 
Shelter.  The RV/Boat eye sore in our community  our driveways should be a collection of these items. (pay for 
storage).  

Camarillo needs low-income housing and more non-luxury housing units overall (chronologically prioritize 
developments that will serve low-income residents, eg. redevelopment of 99 Cents Store area) -- the SCAG 
RHNA allocations are not commensurate with the dire need for affordable housing in Ventura County so do 
not abide by them as some "objective" standard of what is right and needed in our community; police 
services drain nearly half of Camarillo's discretionary monies ($8.1mil, ~45%) every year -- this is not a "sound 
and conservative" financial practice. this needs to change so that the City has more funds for incentivizing 
affordable housing and investing in community services like public transit; SROs need to be removed from all 
Camarillo schools as they're a large contributing factor to the school-to-prison pipeline that targets people of 
color and feeds into the distinctly US problem of mass incarceration; funds that were previously just handed 
to VCSO can be used to prevent evictions and homelessness through rental assistance programs and can help 
small businesses recover from the pandemic and thrive in Old Town moving forward; decreased police funds 
can be used to improve connectivity to CSUCI and other cities in the county 

Stop building!  There’s just too many people here now. 

To curb more development and make better use of existing vacant structures.  

Cleanliness; the 99cent, Wendy', Smart n' Final property needs to clean it up or turn it over to the city. 

Cost f living is too expensve here.  There need to be more affordable housing options for single households.  
Two bedroom, 2 bath apartments start ay 2400 a month.  For a family with one income, of 3400 a month, the 
cost of renting a decent apartment is more than half an income.  There truly needs to be a balance.  Not 
everyone can afford 3000 a month to rent a house, or a mortgage for a 500k home of any kind. Plus, there are 
shops on Pickwick & in Arneill Vons shopping center that are run down & need improvement to structures. 

Grocery stores to accommodate the increase in housing. Please make sure the city is accommodating 
residents...the current demand is greater than what is available. 
 
Enhance and increase outdoor areas and activities- biking/walking paths & parks, etc...Also enhance our 
community-downtown,shopping,dining,entertainment,arts, etc 

You only look at high end and low end housing. What about single people who need middle priced houses to 
buy 



Community Survey Priority #7:  Community Relations 

Covid-19 Vaccine Distribution Data where can we find it, how many does have been delivered to the County, 
how many have been inoculated in Camarillo? 

Opening Schools, Restaurants, Thesters. 

Work on race and equity. Increase diversity of political representation, city staff, contractors including police. 

There needs to be an acknowledgement of inequities amongst races in our town & the  need for more wrap 
around services access to mitigate tensions between them. The tolerance of neonazi behavior is 
unacceptable. We as a community can show love & compassion during these troubling times. It requires more 
than acknowledging we have racists or racism is bad. We need action plans to give access and publically 
advertise that access to services like food share or counseling. 

Prioritizing racial justice and reining in the practices of law enforcement personnel so that non-white people 
are treated fairly; declaring Black Lives Matter and enforcing policies that make that resolution true. 
Prioritizing the well-being of residents (housed and houseless) and employees who are socioeconomically 
disadvantaged. Removing the influence of corporate entities in policy making.  

Racial equality  

Covid-19 Vaccine Distribution Data where can we find it, how many does have been delivered to the County, 
how many have been inoculated in Camarillo? 

Racial equality. Declare that Black lives matter. Stop racism.  
corona virus 

1. Concerns of the community over the threat of defunding the police. Defunding the police is not the answer. 
2. Concerns of the community as to the curriculum in our schools. Things like "white fragility" and "the 1619 
project" are big concerns. 3. Concerns of bringing the community together, we are all Americans.   

ensuring racial and cultural equity 

 

Community Survey Priority #8:  Governmental Relations 

Prioritize racial equity,remove SROs from high schools, provide mental health for middle and high school 
children, help farm workers get health care due to covid 19 

Stop subsidies to Channel Island Studio Arts Institute and other private concerns. Stop subsidizing Chamber of 
Commerce. Make the new Districting Vote a 4 council member Vote at large Mayor System. We do not have 
fair representation as it stands. I don't need guidelines for civility either! 

Ensuring people like Susan Santagelo STOP belittling the 30+ year residents of Camarillo. Her behavior is 
abhorrent and clear she gives little to no regard to our community.  

 

Community Survey Priority #9: Employee Relations  

(none) 

Community Survey Priority #10: California State University Channel Islands 

Become a leader in Ventura County in addressing systemic racism in this community! Housing, banking, 
business opportunity, etc. By developing a real relationship with CSUCI this can be achieved. Review previous 
lack of action in this area and send a CLEAR message to all that black and brown lives do matter because, if 
you're honest, that has not been true in Camarillo. 

 



 


